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SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE MUSES AND THE CULT OF THE DEAD

Research on the cult of the dead, heroes in particular, as well as the cult of
intellectuals as part of this subject matter, has recently attracted attention of many
researchers.

Nevertheless, despite increased scientific interest, many issues still require
additional analyses. One of them is the issue of the connection between the dead
and the cult of deities located in a heroon or its vicinity (or possibly evoked on
a tombstone inscription). Frequently it is not known which cult appeared in
a particular place as the first, and which, or for what reasons, was added later.
In some cases, an attempt can be made to identify the deceased with a deity or to
detect some special relation between the dead, their family or community and the
worshipped deity.

One of the special cases of the connection between the cult of gods and the cult
of the dead (the cult of intellectuals in particular) is the appearance of the Muses,
goddesses usually interpreted as deities of inspiration (especially the poetic one),
in a sepulchral context. Apparently, certain connections of the Muses with poets,
rhetors or philosophers could have been expected in the funerary sphere, too.
Goddesses, however, appear in the Hellenistic epoch in the context of sepulchral
cult of ordinary people as well.

In this study, I would like to briefly examine selected cases of the afore-
mentioned connections and indicate potential interpretative contexts of this
phenomenon.

First examples of the connections of the Muses with the sphere of death may be
perceived in their role in heroes’ funerals. Obviously, the most popular example is
the funeral of Achilles, which is mentioned in the last song of the Odyssey.  In such1

a case, the Muses may be interpreted as a prototypical choir of girls/women typical
of a funeral rite.

Additionally, their role in this sphere may be connected with the meaning of the
song/story about the deceased, post-mortem glory and generally the remembrance
of the dead.  What is more, such a function of the Muses and songs created under2
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their patronage has already been indicated many a time.  Let us only recall that one3

of the Muses mentioned by Hesiod was named Clio (‘Recounting/Celebrating’,
‘Making famous’), and their mother was, according to the predominant tradition,
Mnemosyne (‘Memory’). Moreover, some statements made by poets seem to suggest
not only a vital role of songs in attaining glory in one’s lifetime and after death, as
in the case of Kyrnos from Corpus Theognideum,  but presumably a better lot in the4

realm of the dead.5

It is worth indicating that in several passages from Plutarch regarding sacrifice
for the Muses offered by the Spartan king before a battle, there appears an ex-
planation, repeated a couple of times, suggesting that music (sc. Muses) is necessary
there so that “the fighters could commit acts worth the words and deserving re-
membrance.”  Another, even more interesting example, is the cult of the Muse Clio6

in Amphipolis connected with the grave of Rhesus who was regarded there as
her son.7

The connection with the Muses also appears in descriptions of deaths of some
mythical poets. Alternatively, the places of their cult or their statutes are linked
(more or less apparently) with the cult of goddesses. Merely a few examples thereof
are as follows. 

In the tradition preserved in Eratosthenes and probably going down to
Aeschylus, the Muses collected Orpheus’s limbs and prepared a burial of his body
torn to pieces by maenads.  On the other hand, we learn from Pausanias’s nar-8

rative about the Valley of the Muses that near the groove of the Muses at the foot
of Helicon there were also images of Linos, Thamyris and Arion.  What is more,9

every year, before sacrifice to the Muses was offered in the sanctuary, one was
also offered to Linos.  The same Pausanias informs us that there was a hill in10

Athens called Mouseion regarded as a place where Mousaios used to sing and was
eventually buried.  Furthermore, “classical” poets or philosophers become similarly11

connected with the Muses (most probably in the fourth century) in the religious
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sphere. We have numerous proofs indicating the cult of, e.g. Homer or Hesiod, sur-
rounded by the Muses.12

From less known sources, on the other hand, it is necessary to mention a pas-
sage from the biography of Euripides written by Hermippos, which indicates that
a tyrant of Syracuse, Dionysus I, was to collect Euripides’s working tools after his
death and place them in the temple of the Muses.13

The statues of the schools’ founders, Plato and Aristotle, were found within
mouseions at the Academy and Lyceum.14

The fictitious biography of Aesop is a singular example showing possible
relations between the Muses and intellectuals. In the preserved version of the story,
Lycurgus, a king of Babylon, wishing to honour Aesop, funds a heroon to the
ex-slave and places his statute surrounded by the Muses, presumably in the place
of Apollon Mousagetes.  A similar gesture appears earlier, too, when Aesop him-15

self erects a temple dedicated to the Muses on Samos, with either the statue of
Mnemosyne or of himself among them. The very place of his liberation is later
named Aesopeum by the Samians.  Apart from that, shortly before his death in16

Delphi, Aesop is seeking shelter against an enraged crowd in the temple of the
Muses, from where Delphi’s citizens drag him out by force.  We also know that17

he was eventually to be granted the cult of a hero in Delphi.18

At the same time, it is worth noticing that there are interesting parallels between
the description of Aesop’s death and Pythagoras’s death in the biographies of
philosophers written in the Empire period.  19

One of the most popular and at the same time in a way model examples of the
cult of a heroic poet related to the Muses is the cult of Archilochus on Paros, well
attested to for the third century.20

Altars devoted to gods, including the Muses, Mnemosyne and Apollo
Mousagetes, stood in the poet’s temenos as well. In this case, the relation between
the cult of the Muses and the post-mortem cult quite obviously results from linking
the goddesses with Archilochus’s poetic skills, which is confirmed in the quoted
story about the meeting with the Muses on the Mnesiepes inscription.
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Certainly, the cult did exist in some form at the end of the fourth century, which
is in turn confirmed by the Dokimos inscription.  It is not clear, however, when it21

was introduced, whether it was the same cult, or since when it was devoted to
Archilochus as a poet. It is quite apparent from the Mnesiepes inscription that
the form of the cult described therein developed as late as the third century.22

Therefore the assumption that in every case there must be a reference to the same
“Archilochus” results from the adoption of a concrete research perspective, which
is probably most visible in the work of Diskin Clay tracing the cult of poets.23

Despite certain doubts, the cult of Archilochus as a poet undeniably existed
from the third century onward and, what is more, it was accompanied by the cult of
the Muses. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that the inscription enumerates
a long list of other deities worshipped in the place together with the poet.

All the more, however, it seems that the presence of the Muses in this context
may be interpreted as guidance explaining the connection between the cult and
intellectual skills of the honoured man, and thus their presence may be to a certain
extent regarded as a touchstone in the phenomenon of the cult of intellectuals.

Moreover, the epigram placed near the entrance to the heroon of Antigonos of
Knidos dates from the third century as well. The deceased is identified with a man
of the same name who lent the citizens of Miletus 6000 silver Rhodian drachms.
It is evident from the epigram’s text that the Muses were also worshipped in the
sepulchral area, but mostly with songs. Nevertheless, it is possible, and some
researches are ready to accept this assumption, that apart from the confirmed cult of
Pan, the cult of the Muses was also present in the temenos.24

The situation is similarly uncertain with regard to a sepulchral epigram of
Arideiktes of Rhodes, dating from the third century. Diskin Clay believes that the
deceased could have been a poet and Platonist, and that the remark about the Muses
in the epitaph refers to their cult in the Academy.25

The most interesting example of the connection between the cult of the Muses
and the cult of the dead can be found in the so-called testament of Epicteta.  It is26

an inscription from the end of the third century containing a description of the
organization of sepulchral cult of her family and the erection of mouseion. The text
indicates that the cult was introduced after the (undeniably premature) death of
her first son, Kratesilochos. The inscription informs us that Epicteta’s husband,
Phoinix, and her second son Andragoras died afterwards. Following her husband’s
recommendation, Epicteta finished the construction of the mouseion and erected the
statutes of the Muses and heroes. Additionally, she funded the annual three-day
festival of the Muses and heroes, to whom she included herself, her husbands and
sons. The association of male relatives donated from her funds was to look after
the graves and mouseion and offer sacrifice.
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The inscription does not mention whether her sons or her husband were intel-
lectually distinguished. This made it quite difficult for the scholars to explain what
made Phoinix, who seems to have been the initiator of the mouseion’s construction,
connect a common sepulchral cult with the Muses. At the present stage of research
on the cult of these goddesses and heroisation of the dead, one explanation seems
particularly probable: the cult of the deceased Kratesilochos must have been
connected with the boy’s interrupted education. A possibility of such an inter-
pretation was suggested already by Wilamowitz in his comments to the information
about the inscription: “Ob sie als Schulkinder gestorben waren”.  27

Such an interpretation is particularly strengthened by the knowledge of
extremely strong connections between the cult of the Muses and the process of
education. The available evidence regards didaskaleion, music, as well as philo-
sophical schools or intellectual institutions such as the Mouseion in Alexandria.28

In this context, information contained in the inscription from Istros, also dating
from the third century, it is worth reconsidering.  It also concerns a mouseion,29

a festival, and an association looking after the place. So far, however, scholars have
claimed that in this case we cannot speak of a sepulchral mouseion. L. Robert raised
the problems of a lack of enagismos and the difficulty in understanding the phrase
tÕ Mouse‹on toà patrÕj.  His first objection was called into doubt by the re-30

search carried out by, inter alia, Gunnel Ekroth,  whereas the second may be31

questioned by a reference to information regarding the sepulchral mouseion con-
tained in the testament of Epicteta.

Even if not all the details of the sepulchral endowment are known, it may be
assumed that the problem of its interpretation is again an open issue. This means that
the interpretation presuming the existence of a sepulchral mouseion is as probable
as that of a mouseion being an euergetic foundation for the polis.

Equally interesting evidence connecting the intellectual abilities of the boy
who died young with the cult of the Muses can be found in the information regard-
ing Epiphanes of Same on Kephalenia. The account of Clemens of Alexandria
indicates that Carpocrates’s son was well educated, particularly in the field of
Platonism, and even started to teach himself despite his age of seventeen years. After
his death he was worshipped in Same like a god – “a temple of vast blocks of stone
was erected and dedicated to him, with altars, sacred precincts and a museum”.32

The last piece of information brings to mind the evidence regarding Epicteta and
the entire context of the Hellenistic cult of heroised intellectuals.
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Even if we accept that Clemens’s information may be not precise, the as-
sumption that to Clemens’s readers in the second century A.D., a mouseion might
(still) be a part of the sepulchral cult and was apparently connected with the
deceased’s education and intellectual skills, is indeed interesting.

The following preliminary conclusions may be drawn from the above-mentioned
considerations:

1. Linking goddesses and their songs with remembrance and glory (including
post-mortem glory) should be perceived as one of the main reasons for including
the Muses into the sepulchral cult.

2. The connection between the goddesses and education and patronage over
intellectual development is equally important; the inscription of Epicteta indicates
that this includes patronage over interrupted development. Furthermore, it seems that
in some cases a burial place itself has intellectual connotations, e.g. the gymnasion
(Homereion on Chios), library (Alexandria), or the vicinity of a philosophical school
(Plato, Aristotle).  In any case, ephebes and officials from the gymnasion, especial-33

ly the gymnasiarch, were frequently engaged in organizing and performing cult
activities at heroes’ tombs.34

Undeniably, the significance of intellectual sphere in the Hellenistic period
increased with the establishment of the Mouseion, Alexandria and Pergamon Library
and, most of all, with the rising importance of education based on reading literary
texts in Greek culture. What is more, travelling scholars and poets who recited their
works or taught at gymnasions played an important role.  Competition between35

poleis within this scope, on the other hand, intensified parallel to the political
changes and the increase of restrictions with regard to other spheres of rivalry.36

A good example of building social and political capital by strengthening the position
and prestige in the sphere of culture is the competition between the Greek cities
for the origin and location of Homer’s grave. As Diskin Clay said: “Cities honor
themselves by honoring the great men and women of their distant past [...]”.  In37

some cases, the links between a personage from the past and a given city were
apparently very loose and created rather than reconstructed.

3. The Muses also appear as classical patrons of poets, which is clearly
confirmed by the cult of Archilochus on Paros. It is undoubtedly similar as far as the
heroic cults of Homer or Hesiod are concerned. The best example of the existence
of such connotations is the stele of Archelaos of Priene.38
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4. In some cases goddesses may also be linked with musical performances, or
even competitions planned as a part of a (cyclical) festival within the vicinity of the
sepulchral area (Antigonus of Knidos?).

5. Of course, not much is known about the significance of the cult of the Muses
in individual places (e.g. Istros, Paros, Thera, Same etc.). Thus it is difficult to say
whether there was a connection between the Muses from the heroic cult and the
state or private institutions. Presumably, only certain cases can be found where
a sepulchral cult was added to the already existing cult of the Muses in the Academy
and Lyceum. This area undeniably requires further research. Moreover, it is worth
emphasizing that the results thereof may significantly influence the perception of
the functions of the Muses within the cult of the dead which have been suggested
above.

MUZY I KULT ZMARàYCH – PRÓBA REKONESANSU

Streszczenie

ChociaĪ badania nad kultem zmaráych, zwáaszcza zaĞ herosów, a w obrĊbie tej proble-
matyki nad kultem intelektualistów, przyciągnĊáy w ostatnich latach uwagĊ wielu badaczy,
to wiele zagadnieĔ wciąĪ pozostaje nieopracowanych. Jednym z takich przypadków jest
związek kultu bogów z kultem zmaráych. W obrĊbie tego zagadnienia szczególnym przy-
padkiem jest z kolei pojawianie siĊ w kontekĞcie sepulkralnym Muz, bogiĔ zazwyczaj
interpretowanych jako bóstwa inspiracji (zwáaszcza poetyckiej). Najciekawsze zaĞ przypadki
tego typu związków napotykamy w kontekĞcie kultu grobowego zwykáych ludzi. W artyku-
le zostaáy poddane analizie wybrane przypadki takich związków (inskrypcja Mnesiepesa,
tzw. testament Epiktety, inskrypcja z Istros, kwestie heroizacji intelektualistów – Homera,
Hezjoda, Eurypidesa etc.), a takĪe wskazane zostaáy potencjalne konteksty interpretacyjne
zjawiska.


